Graduate Internship opportunity in the field of European Studies/Support for outreach and networking activities [EUCAnet.ca](https://www.eucanet.ca)
Canada-Europe Transatlantic Dialogue: Strategic Knowledge Cluster

The [EUCAnet.ca](https://www.eucanet.ca) project (*European Studies Canada Network*; part of the European Studies Program) at UVic invites applications for a graduate student internship. The internship is sponsored by the Canada-Europe Transatlantic Dialogue ([www.carleton.ca/europecluster](http://www.carleton.ca/europecluster)), a project that involves a consortium of Canadian universities to develop academic networks and programs to disseminate research findings to practitioners and civil society in the fields of EU/contemporary European studies and Europe-Canada relations. This initiative is funded by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRC) under the Strategic Knowledge Clusters program.

The intern will work as part of the [EUCAnet.ca](https://www.eucanet.ca) project at UVic and support the online outreach and networking activities of the project involving scholars across Canada (see [www.eucanet.ca](http://www.eucanet.ca)). The internship might include some research activities and also direct contact with media representatives. This position is a part-time position during the academic year. The successful candidate will also be provided with the opportunity to spend two to four months as an intern with a partner institution in Europe during the spring or summer months.

A stipend to a maximum of $6000 (inclusive VP) is offered for work in Canada, involving a time commitment of approximately 260 hours; work can be distributed between the fall, winter, and summer terms, as agreed. The stipend for the European part of the internship will be a maximum of $2000 for a minimum of two months full time work. Some support may be offered to help cover transatlantic travel costs.

Applicants must be currently enrolled in a graduate program. Preference will be given to applicants who have completed
coursework and have expertise or experience in the fields of European Studies and/or journalism/social media.

Applications should include:
-a letter of application, explaining your interest in the position, relevant experience or qualifications, and how the internship will fit into your academic or career plans.
-a transcript covering the two most recent years of study
-a resume

Please submit application materials (in hard copy and by email – beates@uvic.ca,) by Oct 20th to:
EUCAnet,
Beate Schmidtke
Department of Political Science
University of Victoria